To: Members, RSA Board of Directors
From: Awards Committee – Jim Loomis, Gordon Daniels, Ed Engel, and Tom Marzeski
Re.: RSA Annual Awards
Date: 2/19/15

We ask that you submit nominations for our annual awards. You may nominate someone in
of the three categories defined below. Depending upon your reaction, the Committee will
determine the recipient(s), or may decide to withhold any or all awards.

1. **Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service Award**: person(s) has made a significant
   contribution(s) in the interest of New York State’s rural schools through their work
   with the Rural Schools Association of New York State. (School Board Member)

2. **Appreciation Award**: person(s), not necessarily directly related to RSA, who
   warrants recognition for specific contributions to New York State rural schools.

3. **William Deming Recognition Award**: person(s) recognized for long and
   meritorious service to education. (School Administrator)

---

I nominate these individuals for consideration by the RSA Awards Committee

Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service: ________________________________

RSA Appreciation Award: ________________________________

William Deming RSA Recognition Award: ________________________________

(Your Name)  (Date)

PLEASE RETURN by April 2, 2015 to: Jim Loomis: loomis@htva.net

Or
Awards Committee
Rural Schools Association of NYS
Warren Hall 275 Flex
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853

Thank you!
RSA AWARDS HAVE BEEN PRESENTED IN PAST YEARS AS FOLLOWS:

2014 Linda King – Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
    Senator James Seward – Appreciation
    Jay Boak – Recognition

2013 Thomas Huxtable – Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
    Senator John Flanagan – Appreciation
    Senator Patrick Gallivan – Recognition

2012 Douglas Ann Land – Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
    Robert Everett – Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
    Michael Rebell – Appreciation
    Deborah Cunningham – Appreciation
    Dennis Sweeney – Recognition
    Michael Glover – Recognition

2011 Edward Furchak – Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
    Rick Timbs – Appreciation
    Lawrence Kiley – Recognition

2010 Leslie Rathbun – Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
    Edward Engel – Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
    Darrel Aubertine – Appreciation
    Samuel Shevat – Recognition

2009 Antha Robbins – Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
    William Magee – Appreciation
    Tom Marzeski – Recognition
    Toni Kulak – Recognition

2008 Margaret Blomquist – Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
    Ronald Brach – Appreciation
    Alan Pole – Recognition

2007 Connie McGarr – Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
    Delores Ackerman – Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
    Assemblyman William Parment – Appreciation
    Martin Handler – Recognition

2006 Ron Dougherty – Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
    Senator George Winner – Appreciation
    Dan Porter – Recognition

2005 Joanne Martin – Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
    Patricia McGee – Appreciation
Tom Bailey – Recognition

2004  Michael Joseph – Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
      Edward Mower – Appreciation
      Rene’ L. Bouchard – Recognition

2003  Harvey Kaufman - Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
      John Sipple - Appreciation
      Al Hawk - Recognition

2002  Barbara Kearns - Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
      Lois Thurston - Appreciation
      Assemblyman Martin Luster - Recognition

2001  Suzanne Spear - Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
      William Wormuth – Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
      Regent James Dawson - Appreciation
      Dan Marshman - Recognition

2000  Dan Porter - Anne Z. Paulin Distinguished Service
      Barbara Kearns - Appreciation
      G. Lee Peters - Recognition

1999  Anne Z. Paulin - Distinguished Service, Posthumous
      Frank Ambrosie - Appreciation
      Harvey Kaufman - Recognition

1998  Charles H. Bohlen, Jr. - Distinguished Service
      Charles D. Cook - Appreciation
      Louis Grumet – Recognition
      Michael Joseph, Jr.

1997  Keith Prosper - Distinguished Service
      David H. Monk – Appreciation
      Frances J. Dexheimer – Recognition

1996  Carol Merrell - Distinguished Service
      Ronald A. Poletto - Distinguished Service
      Suzanne Spear – Appreciation
      Emlyn I. Griffith - Recognition

1995  Albert W. Hawk - Distinguished Service
      Thomas Sobol - Appreciation
      Lois Wilson - Appreciation

1994  Paul W. Haley -- Distinguished Service
John Lennon -- Distinguished Service
Judy Warde -- Appreciation
James Loomis -- Recognition

Awards Given Formal Definition at this time

1993 - Edna Oaks -- Distinguished Service
     Harrie Washburn -- Distinguished Service
     Carl Hayden -- Appreciation

1992 - David D. Burroughs -- Distinguished Service
     Edward J. Stoddard -- Distinguished Service
     J. Francis O'Connor -- Appreciation

1991 - Phillip Comings -- Distinguished Service
     Carl Yunker -- Distinguished Service
     Matilda Raffa Cuomo -- Appreciation

1990 - Joe P. Bail -- Distinguished Service
     Freeman Van Wickler -- Distinguished Service

1989 - William H. Deming -- Distinguished Service
     Robert Everingham -- Distinguished Service
     James R. Tallon -- Appreciation

1988 - Ronald C. Brach - Appreciation

1987 - David L. Call -- Appreciation
     Freeman Van Wickler --